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Responsibility

Norwegian scientist calls for circular
solutions to recovered �shing lines and
ropes

19 February 2024
By Responsible Seafood Advocate

Study �ndings could be the ‘�rst step’ toward developing a
labeling scheme for �shing ropes

A study from the Norwegian University of Science and Technology (NTNU) estimates that
approximately 383 tons of �shing ropes are lost annually in Norwegian waters, endangering �sh
species. Furthermore, the �ndings indicate that only one-third of the rope types can be e�ciently
recycled using available recycling technologies, highlighting the need for circularity. It’s the �rst
scienti�c estimate of how much �shing rope is lost and examines how the Norwegian �sheries sector
handles ropes.

Lost �shing lines and ropes are a growing problem. As a leading �shing nation, Norway, with its long
coastline and �sh-rich waters, is particularly vulnerable to marine litter. According to the study, most
�shing ropes are burned, buried or sent out of the country – or just pile up and contribute to ghost
�shing. That’s when lost or abandoned �shing gear, �oating in the ocean or anchored to the bottom,
inadvertently continues to catch marine creatures long after it was in commercial use.

“Norway is heavily dependent on the blue economy, and �nding solutions is becoming increasingly
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urgent,” said Paritosh Deshpande, an associate professor at NTNU’s Department of Industrial
Economics and Technology Management who studies plastic litter in the ocean. “Without the
responsible handling of ropes, the �sheries sector will never be green or sustainable.”

The research team analyzed 15 types of rope widely used by professional �shermen in Norway and
ranked the rope according to how easy or di�cult it is to recycle. It aimed to develop new knowledge
and tools that may contribute to less litter, more recycling and increased sustainability.

(https://globalseafood.typeform.com/podcastq124)

For several years, Deshpande collected data from Norwegian suppliers, manufacturers, dealers,
�shermen, waste disposal sites, recycling companies and authorities. The collection was repeated
several times to remove uncertainty and ensure that the data was accurate.

A study from the Norwegian University of Science and Technology (NTNU) estimates that approximately
383 tons of �shing ropes are lost annually in Norwegian waters, endangering �sh species. Photo:
Paritosh Deshpande
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His research indicates that different manufacturers make the same types of rope and �shing gear, but
in different ways and out of various materials. Many manufacturers don’t know exactly what kind of or
how many different plastics their ropes contain. The methods vary, and imported raw materials may
lack content labeling.

“If you buy a bottle of water, you can �nd out exactly how much calcium and magnesium it contains,”
said Deshpande. “You don’t get this kind of information when you buy �shing rope.”

An overview of the 15 most used ropes shows what they are made of, how they are made, what they are
used for and any special characteristics they have. The researchers divided the ropes into three
categories, with easy-to-understand tra�c light colors according to their recyclability.

Deshpande said this could be the �rst step towards a labeling scheme whereby manufacturers divide
ropes into categories. According to the researchers, labeling can contribute to used ropes being treated
more as a valuable resource. Other measures may include research and innovation for more eco-design
and recyclability, smarter return schemes, best-practice schemes for handling ropes and increased
efforts to get plastic manufacturers to use recycled plastics.

“Manufacturers, �shermen, authorities, waste disposal sites and recycling companies: all of them can
be part of the solution, and none of them can do it alone,” said Deshpande. “This also involves UN
Sustainable Development Goal number 17, which is about us only being able to achieve the goals if we
work together.”

Read the full study here (https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0025326X2301233X?
via%3Dihub).
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